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Presentation Notes
Regarding climate the two over-arching issues energy sector leaders are speed and scale.  Global energy is an enormous industry which has inertia in proportion to its scale.  We must ask how change can be accelerated.  It is important to differentiate between infrastructure and resources.  Currently carbon based resources are extracted, processed, transported, converted,  and delivered through pipeline, wire, and transportation grids.  Most of the delivery infrastructure  will still be needed, at least temporarily whether we shift to new, cleaner resources or not.  Of course, the best approach to carbon sequestration is to leave carbon in the ground.  Doing so requires that we substitute clean energy collection for carbon extraction.Fortunately, new clean resources are  distributed and can be collected close to population centers and energy users in most cases.  How fast can we bring them on stream and get them to scale?  Answers to this question hinge on issues of innovation and technology transfer.Our thinking can be guided by experience.  Again, fortunately, we have examples of rapid resource transitions already occurring.  What  innovation and technology transfer strategies do they suggest?



Generalized Climate Strategy 

Source:  California Center for Science and Technology 
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California has a goal to reduce its per capita carbon footprint  80 percent below 1990 levels by 2050.  Analysis by the California Center for Science and Technology to determine what steps this will require concluded that change is required in four fundamental directions, i.e. Increase electrificationIncrease efficiencyGenerate low carbon electricityProduce low carbon fuelThe study concluded that a 60% reduction in carbon footprint could be achieved using currently available technologies, but several innovations would be required to get to 80%.  The innovations identified by the study face significant barriers.  Other Innovations not studied  involve transformation of our energy and transportation infrastructure rather than just our supply technologies .  They may hold more promise.  



Accelerators 

• Modular supply technologies 
– Solar 
– Wind 

 
 

Predictable revenue streams enable 
solar and wind energy projects to attract 
low cost capital 
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The good news of recent years is that capacity to produce modular clean supply technologies can be deployed rapidly to an extent that  already has  taken a meaningful bite out of our carbon appetite.  Wind energy now supplies 6% of US electricity.  Solar PV is serving 100% of the needs of new villages and small cities (lower right frame).  Progress curves that predicted equipment and installation costs  decreasing with each doubling of installed capacity have been confirmed.  Further progress can be expected that will make these technologies the economic mainstay of electricity supply portfolios.  Grid operators are learning to accurately predict the amounts of variable supply coming from fleets of large, geographically distributed wind plants (left frames).  In parallel, thanks to interventions by national governments, utilities are deploying the first elements of smarter electricity distribution infrastructure (i.e. “smart” meters, top right frame) that will eventually enable bi-directional flows of electricity inherent in locally owned generation resources.Finally, an unexpected and still not fully appreciated benefit of natural energy is the extent to which annual production using mature solar and wind technologies is predictable both as to price and quantity.  This allows related projects and installations to attract financing based on low risk adjusted investment returns, making the projects economically competitive even when carbon based fuel prices are depressed due to economic downturns.

http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.greenbiz.com/sites/default/files/imagecache/wide_large/SmartMeter.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.greenbiz.com/news/2011/05/11/honeywell-ge-toshiba-vie-acquire-smart-grid-firm-landisgyr&docid=fAxQzLLAe-7k7M&tbnid=r3MDti0hKFiovM&w=300&h=225&ei=1x5aUa3gJuL1iwLY5YCYCQ&ved=0CAYQxiAwBA&iact=ricl


• Tactics 
– Add decentralized 

supply 
– Transform local 

infrastructure 
• Metrics 

– Local investment in 
local resources 

– Local ownership and 
planning of smart 
infrastructure 

– Net positive buildings 
and communities 

 

Energy Infrastructure Transformation 
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Renewable Energy Expansion Scenario 

Community (1-20MW)

Building (<1MW)

Utility (>20MW)

Source:  IRESN, http://iresn.org 
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Hope for our an energy future compatible with climate stewardship rests on our most abundant carbon free supplies , which fortunately have the demonstrated advantage of fast deployment due to their comparative “plug and play” attributes.In California we are already encountering costs and delays in  deploying solar and wind equipment in centralized configurations.  The paradigm of centralized sources feeding electricity radially to population centers must give way to  more reliance on local supply and its integration in local infrastructure.  The chart illustrates the accelerative benefits of this new, more integrative  paradigm.Cities and counties are pivotal to this transformation.  It will not be easy, because it requires decentralized finance and ownership to generate maximum benefit at minimum costs.  Important supply elements will be “net positive” buildings and communities (producing more renewable energy than they consume).  They essentially invert the current paradigm by feeding energy from the edges of the grid to the center rather than drawing it from the center.  	Local infrastructure will need to be smarter, and local investment and ownership will strengthen local economies while motivating long term planning and imposing economic penalties on communities that remain dependent on imported energy.

http://iresn.org/


Electricity Grid Innovation Drivers 

• Distributed and centralized electricity supply 
– Bi-directional power flow at the meter and upstream 
– Pervasive “net” metering and “smart” meters 

• Actionable real time price information (plus 
automated response at the point of use) 

• Energy user cost build-up: 
– Supply and efficiency investments 
– Grid electricity and natural gas purchases 
– Virtual electricity and bio-gas purchases  
– Opportunity costs related to “use or sell” decisions 

• Policy emphasis on infrastructure modernization 

5 
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In the matter of carbon metrics, the emphasis tends to be on supply and efficiency, the need to minimize carbon is likely to also result in a much tighter inter-weaving of energy and information industries.  Like the shorter lead times of modular supply technologies, this is  likely to condition energy industries to the faster pace of innovation typical of  information industries, with the effect of stimulating cultural transformation along with rapid and long overdue infrastructure modernization.



Resiliency and 
Innovation 
Targets 
• Local mini-grids 

and micro-grids 
able to 
purchase, sell 
and exchange 
electricity 

• Infrastructure 
inter-operability 
– Electricity 
– Natural gas 
– Transport 

Virtual Power Plant 

  

Source:  KEMA 
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The essential direction of the information revolution has been toward distributed intelligence.  Decentralization will be an important feature of energy market transformation as well.  Intelligent agents embedded at the point of energy use will exchange real time information with broader information networks, enabling the automation of energy and cost saving decisions and adjustments.  Continuously automated demand response, like energy storage,  can shift demand to more economical periods and help local and central  grids accommodate supply as well as demand variability.  Charging plug in vehicles  during low demand periods is among the most important initial applications of distributed intelligence.  Later , distributed intelligence will enable electric vehicle batteries  to carry local loads in grid emergencies and also better coordinate electricity demand with local, and largely variable, local supply.  The local natural gas grid and distributed natural gas generation,  e.g. fuel cells, will have an economic role.  So, the inter-operability of the larger natural gas and electricity grids and also of local mini- and micro grids will become an important focus of integrative efforts among and between industries.  It is likely that local virtual power plants will include and integrate elements of current electricity and natural gas grids as well as future transportation and clean fuel grids and the personal and fleet vehicles they serve.  



Clean Energy Innovation 
• Modular technologies are subject to incremental innovation 

as well as production scale economies.  Large centralized 
projects typically are not. 

• Replace energy monopolies with competitive structures.  
Innovation responds to need and requires attentive 
investment. Monopolists 

     do not need to innovate  
     and are poor stewards of  
     innovation. 

 
Source:  NREL 
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Energy market transformation will bring innovation to the doorstep of large centralized entities and agencies that currently innovate incrementally and after considerable deliberation.  The pace of innovation will in most cases be determined by the motivation of the innovator.  It is difficult to imagine role for monopolists in the coming transition.  It is more likely that new industries will be created and layer themselves on top of or alongside of the current monopolies, assuming the monopolies survive.  An analogy can be found in the emergence of vehicular and air transport during the period of railroad ascendancy.  The new industries served new needs, while  existing industries were left to do what they did best without having to diversify or develop new skills.  Management of innovation in this context requires choices, i.e. how much policy interest should be invested in industries that revolve around slow centralized infrastructure.  Industries like electric utilities that no longer make R&D investments cannot effectively participate in the important R&D collaborations needed going forward.Energy innovation will be a dynamic process with winners and losers and more of the creative destruction as we are witnessing now in the high growth renewable industries.  Companies with stable and profitable core businesses will retreat to their comfort zones; only those fully committed to new markets will thrive in these markets.  Winners will focus on the user interface.  Product development cycles will shorten.



Technology Transfer 

• Private sector competition 
motivates healthy and focused 
interest in best practices and 
expedient collaboration.  
Collaboration teaches. 

• Shared interests and vision 
motivate conversation.  People are 
the most effective agents of 
technology transfer.  Intentional 
human networks outperform 
conference industries. 

• Public energy agencies and 
laboratories in the US face major 
technology transfer challenges. Source:  www.thenetworkthinkers.com 
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The scale and speed at which energy market transformation proceeds will be unprecedented.  It will feature inter-sectoral integration, integration  between  previously autonomous energy grids, as well as integration between larger and smaller grids.   Major changes in local energy infrastructure is poses a daunting challenge.  Many local jurisdiction in northern California are rising to the it..  New business models will be required.  Certainly the private sector is capable of inventing and executing them.   Managing and integrating collaboration and competition is an established art for most companies. Thus, technology transfer is rapid and second nature in the private sector.  But if energy supply is to be increasingly decentralized,  energy networks will have to be more versatile and integrated with other networks.  Their interface with public infrastructure and public entities will require special emphasis on technology transfer, especially in scenarios that for much greater local attention and investment. Fortunately, we are gifted now with new tools with which to empower human networks.  Human networks will be essential venues for learning new skills and best practices without the need for isolated, redundant experiments.  Public agencies and laboratories will still have a potentially critical role provided that they are incented to share information and collaborate.  

http://www.thenetworkthinkers.com/


Summary 

• The pivot of our energy future is the city or 
community that integrates its information, 
energy, water and waste infrastructure for 
sustainable economic purposes. 

• Need for specialists and generalists to more 
quickly, completely and confidently 
understand one another.  Need for purpose 
driven human networks and educational 
transformation. 
 
 



Thank You! 
 

gbraun@iresn.org 
http://www.iresn.org 
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